The use of ubiquitin lysine mutants to characterize E2-E3 linkage specificity: Mass spectrometry offers a cautionary "tail".
Oligomeric ubiquitin structures (i.e. ubiquitin "chains") may be formed through any of seven different lysine residues in the polypeptide, or via the amine group of Met 1. Different types of ubiquitin chains can confer very different biological outcomes to a protein substrate, yet the structural characteristics of E2s and E3s that determine ubiquitin linkage specificity remain poorly understood. In vitro autoubiquitylation assays combined with ubiquitin protein variants bearing individually mutated lysine residues ("K-to-R" mutants) have thus been widely used to characterize E2-E3 linkage specificity. However, how this type of assay compares to direct identification of ubiquitin linkage types using mass spectrometry (MS) has not been rigorously tested. Here, we characterize the linkage specificity of 12 different E2-E3 combinations using both approaches. The simple MS-based method described here is more robust, requires less material and is less prone to bias introduced by, e.g. the use of mutant proteins with unknown effects on E1, E2 or E3 recognition, antibodies with uncharacterized epitopes, the low dynamic range of X-ray film, and additional sources of experimental error. Indeed, our results suggest that the K-to-R assay be approached with some caution.